Take a moment and think about your dream
for the future. What does it look like? Maybe
it’s finishing that half marathon you’ve
always wanted to try. Or keeping up with
the kids on their long bike rides through the
neighborhood. Or maybe, it’s as simple as
waking up happy and healthy every morning.
Now, let My New Beginning help you turn
that dream into a reality. Everybody deserves
to live the healthy life they’ve always wanted
— and that includes YOU.

What’s YOUR
new beginning?

You can do it! Take the next step toward your
happy future and come to My New Beginning
for weight loss surgery. You’ll be opening
the doors to a healthier life. Your surgery
day marks the start of your new beginning
— a beginning that comes with all of the
freedoms of a new body and a new reason to
smile every day. It’s a transformation that may
change the rest of your life in more ways than
you could ever imagine.
As a proud part of Doctors Hospital at White
Rock Lake in Dallas, My New Beginning offers
the resources designed to ensure that your
journey is all you could hope for. You don’t
have to live with the co-morbidities that
come with being overweight. So, start your
new beginning NOW!

No matter your dream for the future,
My New Beginning may help you
discover a healthier tomorrow. Call
toll free at 844-MyNewLife (696-3954)
today to find out exactly what’s waiting
for you after weight loss. Taking your
life back has never been more possible.
Let’s get going!
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New
Beginnings

“

Missy
Gastric Sleeve Patient
When you spend a lot of time at work like I do, you want
your quality of life to be perfect when you’re off the
clock. And I simply didn’t have that. I knew I couldn’t
spend my precious moments of free time dealing with
the limitations that come with being obese any longer.
Now, thanks to My New Beginning, I am 70 pounds
lighter and am no longer limited by my weight. When
you’re obese, everything is a struggle. Everything
feels like a workout. But not anymore! Since weight
loss surgery, my overall quality of life has drastically
improved. I plan on making time to run, and I have
more energy to cook healthier food options at home
with my family. I feel better, I look better, and I don’t
have to waste one more minute being unhealthy and
unmotivated. If that isn’t a transformation, I don’t know
what is!

Visit MyNewBeginning.com/SuccessStories to read more about these life-changing transformations.

Call toll free at 844-MyNewLife (696-3954) today to discover your new beginning.
These testimonials reflect actual results achieved by these patients.
Naturally, each case is different and must be independently evaluated
and managed. Weight loss surgery isn’t for everyone.
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Pam

Kelly

Gastric Bypass Patient

Gastric Band Patient

I had a major wake-up call one day when I
stepped on the scale and saw I was 267
pounds. I knew right then that I didn’t look
good and I didn’t feel good. Emotionally, I
needed to do something.

Before receiving weight loss surgery at
Doctors Hospital, I didn’t have any energy
or motivation to want to play with my kids. I
was afraid I was going to miss out on enjoying
their childhood, so I said enough was enough.

The minute I walked in the door at Doctors
Hospital, I knew they were going to help me
be a happier, healthier person. Before surgery,
I was taking injections in my knees for arthritis,
high blood pressure medicine, acid reflux
medicine — you name it. But now, after losing
117 pounds, I take nothing but vitamins. It’s
a transformation that has changed my life. I
love me now! I really do. I love me now!

I can proudly say that my gastric band surgery
has given me my life back. I love playing with
my kids now. The things I used to sit and wish
I could do, I’m now doing because I’m 60
pounds lighter. It’s a transformation that has
helped me be myself. I’m more comfortable
in my skin because it’s changed my entire
outlook on life. I don’t sit there and say “I
cant” anymore — I just do it!
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Surgical options
designed just for you.

We’re proud to offer you five surgical options
for weight loss, each designed with your
needs in mind. The five choices offer unique
advantages, giving you the power to decide
which one is right for you and the lifestyle
you’re looking for. No matter your decision,
you can be sure that it will be a big step in
your transformation.

Gastric sleeve

Gastric band

Roux-en-Y gastric bypass

The gastric sleeve is designed to
reduce the size of the stomach
by converting the stomach into a
narrow tube. The new stomach is
much smaller and produces less of
the hormone (ghrelin) that causes
hunger. This procedure can also be
performed robotically using the da
Vinci robot.

The LAP-BAND® Adjustable Gastric
Banding System is designed to
decrease food intake by inserting
a small band around the top of the
stomach to restrict the size of the
opening of the upper part of the
stomach. The surgeon can then
control the size of the opening with
a circular balloon inside the band.

Roux-en-Y gastric bypass is designed
to reduce the amount of food you
are able to eat. It is a permanent
procedure that changes the structure
of the stomach, helping patients
achieve and maintain their weight
loss goal.

Duodenal switch

Revision weight loss
surgery

With the duodenal switch surgery,
70 percent of the stomach is
removed to restrict the amount of
food you can eat. A portion of the
small intestine is then rerouted to
make two separate pathways that
minimize the calories you are able
to absorb — resulting in long-term
weight loss.

This surgical option is used to
alter or repair a preexisting
operation. The procedure is ideal
for patients who have already
undergone bariatric surgery and
have either had complications or
have not successfully achieved
significant weight loss results from
the initial surgery.

Our team is available to help
you make a personalized choice
specifically designed to meet your
goals and lifestyle. Call us toll free at
844-MyNewLife (696-3954), and we’ll
help guide you in the right direction.
Visit MyNewBeginning.com/Surgical-Options for more
information on the different bariatric surgery options.
Bariatric surgery is designed for those with a body mass
index equal to or greater than 40, or equal to or
greater than 35 with serious co-morbidities.
LAP-BAND ® is a registered trademark of
Allergan, Inc.
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Are you a
candidate?

Assess
your risks.

For a qualifying bariatric surgery candidate,

If you are morbidly obese, you are at a

the benefit of weight loss surgery may be

much greater risk of developing a variety

dramatic. If you’re suffering from severe

of serious medical conditions compared

obesity and related health conditions, we

to individuals who are not obese. Below

want to help you get on the track to better

are risk factors that you may face if you

health and regain your quality of life.

are morbidly obese. Take the personal

Bariatric surgery candidates should be:

assessment today.
Do you suffer from:

  18 years or older
  Morbidly obese (100 pounds or more
overweight with a BMI of 40 or more)
  Obese with associated complications (a
BMI of 35 or more with a condition such
as diabetes, high blood pressure or heart
disease)
  Experiencing personal or occupational
problems due to obesity
  Willing to undergo a psychological evaluation
and counseling that may be required by your
health insurance plan
  Able to commit to long-term, follow-up care,
as well as the rigorous, lifelong changes in
eating, exercise and lifestyle habits that will
be necessary to meet and maintain your
weight loss and health goals after surgery
  Unsuccessful at losing weight through a
structured, medical weight loss program that
includes diet, exercise and lifestyle changes

Surgery may be associated with certain risks such as bleeding, infection, blood clots and
sometimes death. Talk to a professional about the risks associated with your surgery.





















High blood pressure
High cholesterol
Type 2 diabetes
Heart disease
Angina (chest pain)
Congestive heart failure
Sleep apnea
Arthritis
Asthma
Back pain
Pregnancy complications (including
diabetes, high blood pressure, preeclampsia and C-section delivery)
Menstrual irregularity and infertility in
women
Bladder problems
Back and joint pain
Gout
Gallstones
Depression
Deep vein thrombosis
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Your weight
loss team.

You’ve chosen to make a change in your life. Now,
choose the team that is dedicated to making it
a reality. More than surgery alone, the My New
Beginning staff is a support system for your lifechanging process. We’re a talented group of
individuals who truly care about helping you reach
your weight loss goals.
My New Beginning is the bariatric center for Doctors
Hospital at White Rock Lake in Dallas. All of our
weight loss surgeries are performed at the hospital
by a team of surgeons on the medical staff who are
committed to doing everything they can to help you
make positive changes in your life.
Let us help you have the life you’ve always wanted. Call
toll free at 844-MyNewLife (696-3954) to connect to your
dream team.
Surgeons are independent practitioners solely responsible for the medical
services provided to you.

Your home away from home.
Doctors Hospital at White Rock Lake is equipped with amenities
to make your stay at My New Beginning a pleasant one. We
understand that surgery is stressful, so we’ve designed our
surgical suites to provide all the relaxing comforts of a hotel.
That means you’ll find welcoming touches like soothing colors
and spacious, private rooms — including a post-operative
care unit to make you feel at home while in recovery.
All patient rooms are private, and several surgical suites have
adjoining rooms designed with your loved ones’ comfort in
mind — allowing them to remain with you and be a part of
your recovery. For a nominal fee, your guest can stay in one
of these adjoining rooms and enjoy comforting amenities
without the hassle of traveling back and forth to the hospital.
With a separate bed, bathroom and refrigerator, these
adjoining rooms are truly a home away from home.
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All weight loss surgery centers are not created equal. But, with so many choices,
how do you judge quality? How do you know which program offers the complete
care you need for lifelong success?
Here at My New Beginning, we’re proud to say that you only have to look at our
designation to know that we’re here to provide the highest quality care. The My
New Beginning Program of Doctors Hospital at White Rock Lake is designated an
Accredited Center under the Metabolic and Bariatric Surgery Accreditation and
Quality Improvement Program of the American College of Surgeons and American
Society for Metabolic and Bariatric Surgery. This means Doctors Hospital at White
Rock Lake has passed rigorous standards, proving its ability to provide safe,
effective weight loss surgery to each and every patient.
As an Accredited Center, you can be sure that we provide complete tertiary care,
with resources devoted to bariatric surgery and a dedicated multi-disciplinary
team that cares about your success. Our hospital can manage some of the most
challenging and complex patients with optimal opportunity for safe and effective
outcomes.
This designation is a mark of distinction that lets you know we are committed to
your healthy transformation, both physically and emotionally.

To learn more about the quality care available at My New Beginning, visit
MyNewBeginning.com/Awards-Recognition.
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Start your
new beginning.

Today is the perfect day to welcome your new future.
Surgical weight loss with My New Beginning could
be just what you need to regain your freedom and
discover the healthy life that’s right over the horizon.
This transformation is something you deserve to do
for yourself. With a new body and a new lease on
life, you’ll enjoy many active years down the road
with your friends, family members and loved ones.
It IS possible!
Let us help you celebrate your new “birthday.”
Because the day of your surgery is the start of a whole
new you — a you that is confident, happy and most
importantly, healthier than ever. Choose to make that
a reality today. After all, just one decision can affect
the rest of your life. So, what are you waiting for?
Your new beginning is closer than you think. Call toll
free at 844-MyNewLife (696-3954) today to discover
a healthier tomorrow.

Support
We’re proud to provide a safe, effective, nonjudgmental environment for you to receive education
and counseling. Our support groups are here to help
you through every step of your journey. Support group
meetings are held monthly.
Visit MyNewBeginning.com/Support for a calendar of
events, or call toll free 888-308-3276 to find a time that
works for you.

Insurance
My New Beginning accepts most insurance plans, and
affordable cash rates are available. Call our insurance
patient advocate today toll free at 844-MyNewLife
(696-3954) to discuss your financial options.
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Body Mass Index Chart
(BMI)

My Starting BMI

My Goal BMI

The licensed photos are being used for illustrative purposes only.
Unless stated otherwise, the persons depicted are models, not actual patients.
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